The one way...
CHAMPION 990

The most efficient and economical way to PERFOR...

- Variable speed drive
- Micrometer side guide adjustment
- Speeds up to 28,000 sheets per hour
- Heavy duty construction
- No maintenance
- Sheet size from 4" x 4" (10cm x 10cm)
- Available in 14" (35.5cm) 18" (46cm) 24" (61cm) 30" (76cm) 36" (91.5cm) and 42" (106.5cm)
- Choice of 13 different blades, cuts - slots - snap-outs...all interchangeable in same perforating head

The Rollem Champion 990 will give you something better... in registration, speed, quality and total performance. No machine at any price will produce more for you as economically. The Champion 990 is the world's most popular perforator, scorer, and slitter, it can be supplied also mounted on cabinets or mobile stands.
MODIFIED VERSIONS OF THIS RANGE OF MACHINES ARE AVAILABLE FOR BACK SLITTING AND/OR STRIKE PERFORATING

Auto-Fan-Feed
The most efficient and accurate feed ever conceived. Widest traction drive: 3½" (9 cm) on 14" (35.5 cm) and 18" (46 cm) models 10½" (27 cm) on 24" (61 cm) and larger models. Fans the paper automatically while feeding from the bottom of the pile. Operator need not be experienced. Continuous, single sheet feeding of 9 lb. manifolds to 60 pt. board; also various fibrous leathered, coated, carbonized, NCR, veloured and plastic stocks.

Patented Head Control
Ensures a perfectly straight perforation, score, slit and/or semi-slit... Maintains accurate on-square register, or off-square register if desired... Each head grips and controls the sheet throughout its entire length of travel. No crimping, tail whip, or run-off. Spring loaded nylon burr flatteners prevent perforation build-up... Self cleaning and moves easily as a complete unit.

Lever Depth Control
Keeps shafts in perfect alignment at all times. Never needs adjustment. Simply lower the arm to obtain precise depth of score while maintaining a clean, complete, and accurate perforation.

Available From:
NORMAN HAYNES LTD.
PRINTERS ENGINEERS & SUPPLIERS
900 Thornton Road, Bradford, West Yorks. BD8 0JG
Tel. 01274 545115 Fax. 01274 545113
FOR THE PROFESSIONAL FINISH
Ideal for in line or right angle perforating. Completely self contained... requires no power or attachment from press. Ideal for check perforating when used with the exclusive Rolletronic Strike attachment.

An exclusive Rollem double shafted machine for ½”-1” spacing of heads.

The newest and most advanced individual system for numbering, perforating, scoring and slitting. Available in 18” widths.

Similar to the Auto-4. Capable of positioning numbers across width and depth of sheet at the same time for 2-4-6-8 up. Available in 24” width.

Available From:
NORMAN HAYNES LTD.
PRINTERS ENGINEERS & SUPPLIERS
900 Thornton Road, Bradford, West Yorks. BD8 0JG
Tel. 01274 545115 Fax. 01274 545113
FOR THE PROFESSIONAL FINISH